
Buyer's Guide
A comprehensive guide for choosing the perfect 

 Ad Portal Software for your publication. 



Now more than ever, efficient workflows are of the utmost 
importance for publishers. For production teams the 
collection of ad materials sits at the helm of the operation. 
Success is dependent on timely, efficient submission of 
materials. In an ever-growing market, publishers no longer 
have to tackle this task alone. 

Is An Ad Portal The Right Move For My Publication? 
The publishing industry is full of software solutions that 
offer publishers the tools needed to streamline their 
business. This guide aims to provide your team with all the 
information needed to select a software geared specifically 
to your production team, their needs and the essential task 
of collecting ad materials from your partners.  

Determine the mission critical attributes and features 
your team needs from an ad portal software in order 
to become more efficient, more productive and more 
organized. 

Follow This Guide To: 

Arm your team with knowledge and discover the vast 
capabilities presented within Ad Portal solutions. 
Through targeted research and informative materials, 
our goal is to present you with the information needed 
to determine if an Ad Portal solution is right for your 
publication.  

Do We Really Need Ad Portal Software? 

Advertising is a core focus for 
all publishers.  This extensive 

business function contains many 
components, which are all of great 
importance. When done without a 

proper method, the collection of ad 
materials from advertising partners 

can be a lengthy, difficult and 
stressful process. 

As the publishing industry becomes more reliant on technology, publishers must evolve and adapt their processes 
to not only strengthen their internal workflows, but also to maintain equal footing with their competitors. Taking 
advantage of the innovative solutions designed to maximize the potential of your publication is of the utmost 
importance.  

Regarding the collection of ad materials, software solutions have been proven to reduce the time it takes to finalize 
materials for print. This allows teams to focus their energy and efforts on tasks of equal or greater importance, 
providing the publication with advantageous resources and, most importantly, saving money.  
 
From the viewpoint of a manager, director or administrator, more efficient workflows produce an exponentially 
positive effect across multiple departments. When ad materials are efficiently collected, members of the sales 
team are able to focus their efforts on revenue-generating assignments, as opposed to chasing down ad materials 
and anxiously waiting for email responses. With the right ad portal, even the leanest production department can 
accomplish large workloads, allowing for higher advertising sales. 

With growing demand for advertising and the ever-pressing task for meeting deadlines more quickly than ever 
before, using a software solution to streamline production workflows is more advantageous than ever. A tailored, 
well-executed software solution will provide tangible, measurable benefits for your team. 
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Use the following checklist to identify key functions necessary to provide 
your team a software solution that contains the tools they need to 
perform to their greatest potential.

Interactive Reports: Does the system identify errors within 
advertising materials, and communicate those errors to the 
advertiser, with provided solutions on correcting them? 

Requirement Recognition: Does the system use your 
publication’s custom file requirements to preflight ad materials? 
E.g. Trim size, bleed, resolution, color profiles, file type, etc.  

 
Submission Flexibility: Does the application allow publishers 
to designate whether an issue within an ad submission triggers 
a warning to the advertiser, or a full rejection of the materials? 

Built-in Functionality: Can users correct file issues directly 
within the application? E.g. Trim, edit, resize, reposition, etc.  
 
Ad Types: Does the system allow the submission of print ads, 
web ads and tablet ads?
 
File Creation: Will the application automatically create a file 
type accepted by your printer upon finalization of the ad? 

Delivery: Does the application automatically deliver the ad to its 
final destination, approved by the publisher, and ready for print?

Preflighting Capabilities

Educational Materials: Does the application provide 
advertisers with access to support documents, training videos, 
and support to ensure success when using the platform? 

 
Template Creation: Does the system automatically create 
and provide a library of InDesign templates for all of your 
offered ad sizes?  

 
Publication Information: Are advertisers presented with due 
dates, run dates, ad sizes, file requirements etc.  

Branding: Does the platform present advertisers with a login 
page branded to match your publication? 
 
Tracking: Does the application track and report every action 
related to an ad? E.g. views, edits, approvals, rejections, 
uploads, submissions, etc.

 
Communication: Does the system help streamline 
communication between your team and the advertiser?

Advertiser Platform

Billing: Does the system provide a total billing system for your 
publication? 
 
Approval Cycles: Does the application allow for the creation 
of custom approval cycles for your internal team?
 
Reporting: Is extensive reporting offered based on individual 
publications, ad types, sizes, expirations, etc.?  

Users: Can individual user permissions be assigned to 
designate access and team member roles?
 
Customers: Are advertisers easily invited to join the platform 
and is their information easily accessed? 
 
Flexibility: Can administrators easily make changes to due 
dates, user accounts, publication information, etc.?

Administration
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Notifications: Does the system allow your team to easily and 
quickly create templates and send custom notifications to your 
advertisers regarding their materials? 

 
Ad Creation: Is there an intuitive platform in which users can 
create consistent back-of-book or marketplace ads for their 
publication? 

 
Digital Receipts: Does the system automatically create digital 
receipts containing the metadata related to the ad submission? 

Ad Requests: Can users send ad requests to their advertisers 
quickly and easily? 
 
Notes: Are users able to submit notes on ad materials in 
order to help publishers more effectively communicate with 
advertising partners, and vice versa? 

Additional Features

Account Setup: Is account setup provided by the software 
provider (Including ad specs, issues, publications, users, etc.)
 
Training: Is extensive training offered for you and your team to 
ensure a quick and successful onboarding experience?
 
Educational Materials: Are videos, documents and support 
materials readily available to ensure the success of your users? 

Support: Is a dedicated support team available to answer 
questions and address issues related to the application? 
 
Branding: Does the software provider assist in branding all 
advertiser-facing web pages to coincide with your publication?

Advertiser Onboarding: Are materials in place to ensure your 
advertising partners undergo a successful adoption of the ad 
portal application?

OnBoarding

Security: Is the application protected by certified security 
encryptions? 
 
Access: Is the software cloud based, allowing users to access 
the application from any location using the web?  
 
Storage: Are files stored securely within the cloud server and 
easily accessed for a 12 month period? 
 

Ease of Use: Does the user interface present an intuitive 
platform that simplifies users workflow and increases efficiency?  
 
API: Is a public API offered that allows your team to connect 
externally for further integration with your publication? 
 
Backups: Is the content within the cloud securely backed up 
on a regular basis to ensure your files are safe and protected?

Software Architecture 

The business of publishing has changed beyond all recognition in just a few short years.  
No one really knows how the industry will evolve in the future, but what’s certain is that 
partnering with an experienced, reputable application provider for unbiased advice and 
insight is going to become an increasingly essential strategic component. 

For over 20 years, Blanchard Systems has been partnering with publishers, ad agencies, 
premedia and printing companies to deliver a range of products and services to help 
increase productivity, lower costs and increase profits. As your production technology 
partner, you can be assured of the best possible quality of service and support.

Blanchard Systems Inc. 
1100 Poydras St. 
Suite 1230 
New Orleans, LA 70163 
 
P: 504.529.8869 
F: 504.529.4191 
E: sales@blansys.com 
 
www.blanchardsystems.com


